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Dear Fellow Shark Advocate,

Did you know that Hong Kong Shark Foundation (HKSF) has successf ully
carried out over 500 education seminars, spoken to over 10,000
students in 2021 alone, gained 50 Shark-Free Companies and was
successf ul in achieving 17  restaurant commitments to go “Shark Free”?
We are changing hearts and minds through education to stop the cruel
and unsustainable treatment of sharks and restore our fragile ocean
ecosystem. 

MAKE A DONATION

Recently our work gained international attention when Andrea Richey,
our Executive Director, was named 1 of  8 f emale environmental activists
globally, along with Greta T hunberg and Dr Jane Goodall, for her work
saving sharks. It’s an honour to receive such an award, but it also gives us the
chance to bring attention to the dire need to protect sharks here in Hong
Kong and beyond. Read more about the award here. 

All of  Hong Kong Shark Foundation’s work is heavily reliant on the kind
donations f rom people like yourself , and we are in urgent need to reach
100K HKD by May 1, 2022 to continue to create successful programs and
campaigns, such as our Shark Ambassador education program and our
corporate “Shark-Free Company” CSR campaign.  

Will you help with a donation today? Become a Hong Kong Shark Foundation
donor to help us keep going with more of our valuable education seminars and
corporate outreach programs.

MAKE A DONATION
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Globally, over 100 million sharks are killed each year and too many
restaurants in Hong Kong still serve shark f in soup. Despite our many
achievements, we still have a long journey ahead of us. 

All this work is not possible without HKSF supporters and volunteers, like yourself .
I understand that many wonder if  a small contribution makes a difference, but
every bit counts when it comes to creating shark awareness! 

Feel free to share this message with anyone that may want to hear from us or
would like to support HKSF. 

Thank you for all you do for the sharks!

Natalie Siniora

Advisory Board Member



Hong Kong Shark Foundation 
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